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Mental ray interior lighting tutorial 3ds max

Good morning! Today, let's talk about Mental Ray. What is the mental ray? Mental Ray is a production quality rendering application. Just like Vray, but, in my opinion, the rendering time is much smaller. So if your IT resources don't help you too much, my advice is to learn both the rendering engines and use the one that suits you best.
This is a simple tutorial. I made a small room, with a few objects, I already choose materials, mental ray materials and Arhitecture materials (you can do this after defining the parameters of mental radius or beginin) and I will show you the parameters of Mental Ray. We will use the natural light that passes through a single window. If you
ever hope achive beautiful 3D scenes you need to know a couple of things about lighting in general. This is my initial scene. From there will start with our light and settings. In this tutorial, we will use dow lights, since we will use the global illumination algorithm of Mental Ray. Access the 3DS Max's Systems years tab in your scene a
daylight system. Set the time around 9 a.m. When you select Daylight, you re-write a message. Ignore and click OK. Go to the 3DS Max (F10) rendering installation on your keyboard, click the Common tab, scroll down and deploy the Affect Rendering panel. Affect mental ray rendering as the default production. You can view the result
(press F9). Not just the impression. but don't worry will fix it. Click on the daylight system and set the sunlight on Mr Sun and the Skylight on mr Sky. Click OK on everything that appears. Go to the Perspective view and go again. A little better already. For light photons to bounce, open 3DS Max's rendering installation window (F10), go to
the Indirect Illumination tab, scroll down and enable global illumination. Also set the average GI photons to 50,000. Go to the Perspective view and go again. We're almost there. Riht now the scene is a little dark. To solve this problem, click on the Daylight system and set the multiplier to 3.2 . Now, to emphasize the area that the light hits,
let's create a pseudo filling light. Place an Omni Mr Area in the center of the room and: - uncheck the Shadow box - set the multiplier to 6 - decomposition in reverse place - the beginning of decomposition at 1500 Render again. It sounds good, but we've lost the reddish hue we were trying to get. To solve this problem, click on the daylight
system, the Edit tab, scroll down down the bottom for the advanced m settings. Sky and set: - the red/blue hue at 0.7 - horizon height at -1 to make sure it reverses the entire scene - saturation at 1 Render again Finally, to prepare the final rendering, open the 3DS Max rendering program, indirect illumination tab, and set the assembly
accuracy to low or medium. Go to the Perspective view and go again. I hope that will be helpful. Don't hesitate to play with the settings and practice for better or different results. Good bye! Page 2 Hey Guys, today Tell you about some important shortcut keys in Autodesk 3ds Max. When you use 3D Studio Max, it's always important to
become more efficient as you progress. A key factor in this is learning hotkeys. There are many shortcut keys available in Max, some are common and very useful to everyone. When we do 3D modeling, lighting, animation or anything else, we should use shortcut keys because it not only saves time, but also gives our work speed. So let's
see some very useful shortcut keys in Max 3ds. Hi and welcome to my tutorial. My name is Nabil Chequieq, from Morocco, and in this tutorial you will learn how to turn on and set up materials that will give a good result while having a quick rendering time. To begin with, be sure to work in a metric unit with realistic proportions. First, I used
a daylight system (Fig.01). Fig.01Change the setting of sunlight and skylight to Mr Sun and Mr Sky. For the quick calculation of global lighting, we will activate mr Sun Photons (Fig.02). Fig.02Now let's take a look at some materials. In fact, I prefer to make some objects with ambient occlusion in Max before making an occlusion pass. For
this, the materials arch-design have a section called Special Effects where we can activate Ambient Occlusion (Fig.03). Fig.03For the wall, I used some noise in a Bump card (Fig.04), and for glass, I used another type of hardware called ProMaterials, with personal settings (Fig.05). Fig.04Fig.05Legard the exposure control (8 - keyboard
shortcut key). You can see the settings I use in Fig.06.Fig.06For indirect lighting, Final Gather and a bit of Global Illumination work well. I do not use diffuse bounces (Fig.07). Fig.07I use some passes in Rendering Elements for composition in Photoshop and that's the cool thing (Fig.08). Fig.08Here is rendering (Fig.09). Fig.09Fig.10
shows the settings of the ambient occlusion. Fig.10In Photoshop, we can make a color and contrast correction (Fig.11). Fig.11And this is my final rendering (Fig.12). I hope you have learned something from this brief tutorial and if you have any questions then please feel free to contact me: nchequeiq@gmail.comFig.12 Hi and welcome to
my tutorial. My name is Nabil Chequieq, from Morocco, and in this tutorial you will learn how to turn on and set up materials that will give a good result while having a quick rendering time. To start making sure you're working in a metric unit with a realistic proportion, I first used a of the day We will change the setting of sunlight and skylight
to the MR sun and MR sky and for the rapid calculation of global lighting and activate the photons m. sun. Now let's take a look at some materials actually, I prefer to make some objects with ambient occlusion max before occlusion pass for it's arc and the design material have an option called special we can activate the ambient occlusion.
For the wall, I used some noise in the Bump map. For glass, I used another type of material called ProMaterials with a personal frame. Now let's take a look in the 8 keyboard short key exposure control, by default when you choose Daylight, max tell you if you want to activate it, these are the settings For indirect lighting that I used final
assembly and little overall lighting, I didn't use diffuse bounces. I used a few passes in the rendering element for composition in Photoshop- that's the cool thing. It's rendering now the setting of the ambient occlusion In Photoshop I do a color correction and contrast and this is the final rendering. Page 2 Help Hello! Today, let's talk about
Mental Ray. What is the mental ray? Mental Ray is a production quality rendering application. Just like Vray, but, in my opinion, the rendering time is much smaller. So if your IT resources don't help you too much, my advice is to learn both the rendering engines and use the one that suits you best. This is a simple tutorial. I made a small
room, with a few objects, I already choose materials, mental ray materials and Arhitecture materials (you can do this after defining the parameters of mental radius or beginin) and I will show you the parameters of Mental Ray. We will use the natural light that passes through a single window. If you ever hope achive beautiful 3D scenes you
need to know a couple of things about lighting in general. This is my initial scene. From there will start with our light and settings. In this tutorial, we will use dow lights, since we will use the global illumination algorithm of Mental Ray. Access the 3DS Max's Systems years tab in your scene a daylight system. Set the time around 9 a.m.
When you select Daylight, you re-write a message. Ignore and click OK. Go to the 3DS Max (F10) rendering installation on your keyboard, click the Common tab, scroll down and deploy the Affect Rendering panel. Affect mental ray rendering as the default production. You can view the result (press F9). Not just the impression. but don't
worry will fix it. Click on the daylight system and set the sunlight on Mr Sun and the Skylight on mr Sky. Click OK on everything that appears. Go to the Perspective view and go again. A little better already. For light photons to bounce, open 3DS Max's rendering installation window (F10), go to the Indirect Illumination tab, scroll down and
turn on the illumination Also set the average GI photons to 50,000. Go to the Perspective view and go again. We're almost there. Riht now the scene is a little dark. To solve this problem, click on the Daylight system and set the multiplier to 3.2 . Now, to emphasize the area that the light hits, let's create a pseudo filling light. Place an Omni
Mr Area in the center of the room and: - uncheck the Shadow box - set the multiplier to 6 - the in Inverse Square - the beginning of decomposition at 1500 Render again. It sounds good, but we've lost the reddish hue we were trying to get. To solve this problem, click on the daylight system, the Edit tab, scroll down down to the bottom for
the advanced settings of m. Sky and set: - the red/blue hue at 0.7 - horizon height at -1 to make sure it reverses the entire scene - saturation at 1 Render again Finally, to prepare the final rendering, open the 3DS Max rendering program, indirect illumination tab, and set the assembly accuracy to low or medium.  Go to the Perspective view
and go again. I hope that will be helpful. Don't hesitate to play with the settings and practice for better or different results. Good bye! Page 2 Hey Guys, today I'll tell you about some important shortcut keys in Autodesk 3ds Max. When you use 3D Studio Max, it's always important to become more efficient as you progress. A key factor in
this is learning hotkeys. There are many shortcut keys available in Max, some are common and very useful to everyone. When we do 3D modeling, lighting, animation or anything else, we should use shortcut keys because it not only saves time, but also gives our work speed. So let's see some very useful shortcut keys in Max. Max 3ds.
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